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PURCHASING - GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 

1. Purchase Orders:   These Terms and Conditions shall be part of and apply to each Purchase Order (“PO”) that CAE Inc. 
or its affiliated companies (“Buyer”) may issue by an authorized procurement or global strategic sourcing representative 
(“Representative”) to the addressee (“Seller”), and the PO and these Terms and Conditions shall be a binding contract 
(“Contract”) between the Parties.  Each PO shall contain a description of any services which are required under the PO (the 
“Services”) or delivery of goods, materials or items ordered under the PO (individually and collectively, the “Goods”), or 
development of any intellectual property whatsoever (“Work”) and identify as applicable the specifications, drawings, 
quantities, prices, delivery schedule and place of delivery or performance. 
 

2. Acceptance of Contract:   Seller’s consent and acceptance of this Contract shall occur upon the earlier of (i) a written 
acceptance via e-mail or otherwise of the PO; or (ii) the commencement of the performance by Seller of any Services or 
Work or delivery of Goods. No change or modification to the PO (including any additional or different terms in Seller’s 
acceptance) shall be binding on Buyer. 

 
3. Changes: The PO may only be altered, modified or amended by a written acknowledgment of such change by both Parties 

(via e-mail or otherwise) which will be incorporated in the PO as a Change Order.  Notwithstanding the above, Buyer 
through its authorized Representative, as indicated on the PO may, at any time by written notice, make changes that are 
within the general scope of the PO and specifically relate to: Specifications (as that term is defined herein); method of 
shipment or packing; place of inspection; acceptance or delivery point; delivery schedule and quantities of Goods, Work 
and Services, amount of Buyer furnished materials.  Should any such change cause an increase or decrease in the cost of 
performance, or the time required for performance of the PO, an equitable adjustment to the PO shall be agreed between the 
Parties followed by a Change Order.    Seller shall be deemed to have waived any claim for adjustment unless asserted in 
writing accompanied by a firm quotation including the cost or the additional time required for performance of the change 
within ten (10) days from receipt by Seller of notification of the change.  However, nothing in this clause will excuse the 
Seller from proceeding with the PO as changed. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Buyer may, at its discretion, automatically 
change the PO delivery schedule with no cost impact if the change does not impact a delivery schedule date due within the 
next four week time period ii) Seller will use its best efforts to change delivery dates that are due within the next four 
weeks, and Buyer will not hold Seller liable if the Goods are not delivered per the best effort delivery commitments. 
 

4. Price and Payment:  Buyer shall be invoiced at the price(s) stated on the PO.  Payment shall be made within sixty (60) 
days from the (i) Buyer's acceptance of the Goods, Work and/or Services; and (ii) Buyer's receipt of an accurate and 
acceptable invoice.  If Seller is Canadian, the invoice shall itemize separately the Good & Services Tax, Quebec Sales Tax 
or Harmonized Sales Tax and, when applicable, other provincial sales tax.  If Seller is from outside Canada, the price shall 
include all taxes, duties, and other like charges, imposed by any taxing authority or any other body having jurisdiction 
outside of Canada under any present or future law.  Buyer shall have the right to set off any amounts owing to Seller against 
any payments due under any other PO or contract between the Parties.  Buyer may withhold from payment to Seller any 
invoiced amount that is subject to a good faith dispute, and/or an amount sufficient to reimburse Buyer for any loss, 
damage, expense, cost or liability relating to Seller’s failure to comply with any requirement of the Contract. Unless 
otherwise expressly agreed between the Parties, in no event shall Seller issue an invoice more than six (6) months after the 
date upon which Seller provided the Goods, Work or Services to Buyer. 

 
5. Delivery:  Time is of the essence for Seller’s performance of its obligations hereunder, and Seller acknowledges that its 

Goods may be used in a “just-in-time” environment.  The Goods, Work and/or Services shall be delivered complete on the 
delivery date(s) and place(s) specified on the PO unless otherwise requested by Buyer.  Seller shall not ship in advance or 
make partial shipment unless otherwise agreed in writing by Buyer.  Buyer reserves the right to retain any early delivery 
and/or excess quantity of Goods delivered and make payment as if delivery was made per schedule, or return the early or 
excess Goods at Seller’s expense.  Risk of loss and shipping charges for any excess quantity shall be borne by Seller.  
Unless the delay is excusable as defined in Clause 16 Excusable Delay, Seller is liable for any damages resulting therefrom.  
 

6. Packing and Shipping:  The Goods shall be, packaged and shipped as specified on the PO as well as in accordance with 
all laws, corporate and industry standards respecting the safe and proper handling, packing, transportation, delivery, use or 
mode of employment of such Goods and, in the event of any conflict amongst any of them, the most stringent provisions 
shall apply.  Supplier will ship the goods FCA (INCOTERMS 2000) Seller’s facilities (unless otherwise specified on the 
PO) as per the routing instructions (copy available upon request). Separate invoices indicating PO number, line item 
number(s), quantity, unit price and extended value are required for each PO.  Separate packing lists, Certificates of 
Compliance and any necessary export, import or other permits or licenses if applicable are required for each PO and must 
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accompany each shipment.  The location of the packing slip must be clearly marked on the container.  The complete PO 
number shall appear on all documents. 
 

7. Barcode:  Seller shall provide with each shipment a bar-coded label as per CAE standard bar-coding policy. 
 

8. Product Origin and Export:  Seller shall provide (i) a NAFTA Certificate of Origin, when Goods provided under the PO 
originate in North America or a statement specifying the country of origin when Goods originate outside North America; 
(ii) the appropriate U.S. Schedule B or HTS tariff classification, and (iii) NAFTA Preference Criteria if applicable.  In order 
to facilitate Buyer’s ongoing ability to support its customers with the Goods provided by Seller, Seller shall, in a method 
acceptable to both Parties (electronic or written), provide Buyer with U.S. Export Administration and U.S. Bureau of 
Census information, or any other document required in any other jurisdiction, which will be adequate in form and content 
for Buyer to determine the appropriateness of its imports/exports.  Additionally, Seller agrees to resubmit this information 
upon any changes, including changes to Goods that impact the applicable information. 
 
Seller shall be responsible for obtaining and complying with all applicable import and export laws including government 
approvals, licenses, permits, or any other required documents, as well as any applicable industry guidelines and standards 
that might be necessary to import, use or return the Goods or Works or to perform the Services in Buyer’s country, or the 
country of its customer as indicated in the PO, and shall assist Buyer in complying with all such requirements.  Should any 
Goods, Works and Services include any item subject to export restrictions within the International Traffic in Arms 
Regulations (“ITAR”) and/or the Export Administration Regulations (“EAR”) or any other applicable restrictions, Seller 
agrees to disclose this to Buyer.  Seller shall immediately notify Buyer if it is or becomes listed on any Excluded or Denied 
Party List of an agency of the U.S. Government or its export privileges are denied, suspended or revoked.  Seller shall 
indemnify Buyer for all liabilities, penalties, losses, damages, costs or expenses (including legal fees and expenses) that 
may be imposed on or incurred by Buyer in connection with any violations of such laws and regulations by Seller. 

 
9. Specifications:  Seller agrees to design, manufacture and supply the Goods and perform the Work or Services under the PO 

in accordance with any applicable drawings, designs, patterns, computer software, programs, modules, flow charts, models, 
data, specifications, samples or other description or instructions furnished or agreed to by Buyer (the “Specifications”).  
Any special dies, tools, software or equipment (“Tools”) required for the manufacture or maintenance of the Goods shall be 
furnished by Seller at no cost to Buyer.  Any Tools supplied to Seller by the Buyer shall remain the property of Buyer and 
shall be maintained in good condition.  Seller shall replace lost or damaged Tools at no cost to Buyer.  Seller acknowledges 
that the Specifications furnished by Buyer are Buyer proprietary and/or confidential information, whether or not any portion 
thereof is copyrighted, patented or trademarked or whether or not it bears any proprietary notices or markings, and in which 
case they shall never be removed.  More specifically, Seller agrees to use the Specifications only for the purpose specified 
in the PO and not to copy, modify, reverse engineer, disassemble, network, distribute, take out of Seller’s premises, 
disclose, permit access to third parties to the Specifications, or any part thereof, if any, or otherwise use them in whole or in 
part, for any product or service that Seller would make available to a third party, on a commercial basis or otherwise.  Seller 
agrees to return to Buyer such Specifications after completion of its obligations under the PO.  Only Specifications in effect 
on the date of the PO apply to the Goods, Work or Services ordered under that PO. 
 

10. Technical Direction and Authorization:  While Buyer’s engineering and technical personnel may from time to time 
render assistance to Seller concerning the Goods, Work and Services to be furnished by Seller, Buyer’s authorized 
Representative as indicated on the PO is the only individual authorized to direct/redirect Seller’s effort, and Seller shall 
coordinate all such activities through Buyer’s Representative.  

  
11. Quality Assurance, Inspection and Acceptance:  The Seller shall comply with the Buyer’s Supplier Quality Manual 

(SQM) or a recognized international Quality Management System (QMS) acceptable to the Buyer’s Quality Assurance 
Department, as applicable.  At the Buyer’s request, the Seller shall provide any specific quality documentation including a 
Quality Manual, which describes the Seller’s quality system, or a Quality Plan, which details the application of the quality 
system for the specific procurement.  The Seller Quality Manual/Plan shall be approved by the Buyer prior to 
commencement of the Goods, Work or Services.  The Seller agrees to abide by the quality standard provisions indicated on 
the PO and / or in the Seller Quality Manual / Plan.  All deliveries shall be subject to final inspection (at either Buyer’s or 
Seller’s premises, or any other location indicated in the PO) and acceptance by the Buyer.  Any initial inspection performed 
by the Buyer on receipt of the Goods, Work or Services is a conditional acceptance only and shall not constitute a waiver of 
the Buyer’s right to reject such Goods, Work or Services during final inspection, installation or testing.  No inspection of, 
payment for, or receipt of the Goods, Work or Services shall constitute their acceptance by the Buyer, or of their conformity 
with the PO.  The Seller shall be responsible for ensuring that the Goods, Work or Services supplied meet all Specification 
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requirements.  A Certificate of Conformance shall be issued, duly signed by the Seller’s Quality Assurance, indicating 
compliance to Buyer’s requirements and Specifications, as applicable. 

 
Any non-conforming Goods will, at Buyer’s discretion, either be returned to Seller to be repaired at no cost to Buyer, FCA 
(INCOTERMS 2000): freight collect, or repaired by Buyer, at Seller’s sole cost and expense, and Buyer shall debit Seller’s 
account accordingly. Seller shall provide Buyer with new, replacement Goods, FCA (INCOTERMS 2000), within ten (10) 
days of receipt of the non-conforming Goods.  Should the Services be non-compliant, at Buyer’s option, Seller shall re-
perform the Services, or refund to Buyer the portion of the price under the PO for the Services not meeting the conformity. 
The Seller shall respond to any Buyer request for corrective action within fifteen (15) working days, and implement 
respective corrective action within a mutually acceptable time frame. 
 
The Buyer reserves the right to audit the Seller’s Quality Manual/Plan or any specific process, and to witness acceptance 
testing of the equipment/product at the Seller’s facility.  Quality records shall be retained by Seller for a period of seven (7) 
years.  Prior to destroying the records, the Buyer shall be notified. 
 

12. Hazardous Material: Seller represents and warrants that it is in compliance with all applicable laws, including but not 
limited to the Canadian Hazardous Products Act or the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA), as applicable. 
Seller also represents and warrants that the Goods or Work are compliant with rules and regulations of the European Union 
on the Limitation of Dangerous Substances, the Restriction of Hazardous Substances (2002/95/EC, 27 January 2003 
(RoHS) and Waste of Electrical and Electronic Equipment (2002/96/EC, 27 January 2003 WEEE), as they may have been 
amended, as well as any national regulations and procedures enacted on the basis thereof, as applicable. Seller shall 
indemnify Buyer of any claims, damages, costs, expenses, fines and penalties of whatsoever nature that Buyer may incur 
related to any breach of the foregoing representations and warranties.  Furthermore, if the Goods purchased herein are 
considered toxic or hazardous as defined in any laws or regulations, Seller shall provide a copy of the Material Safety Data 
Sheet (MSDS) with each shipment or as otherwise specified in the PO. 

 
13. Stop Work:  When directed by written notice from Buyer, Seller shall immediately stop all or part of its performance 

under this Contract to the extent specified in the notice for a period of up to one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days or 
longer if extended by mutual agreement (“Stop Work Notice”).  If a Stop Work Notice is cancelled or the period of the Stop 
Work Notice expires, Seller shall resume work and the Parties will agree upon a reasonable adjustment in the delivery 
schedule.  In no event shall such adjustment exceed the period of time during which the Stop Work Notice was in effect.  
Except as otherwise provided herein, no adjustment in the total PO price will be incurred by issuance of a Stop Work 
Notice.  
 

14. Termination for Convenience:  Notwithstanding any other provisions of the PO, Buyer may terminate the Contract or PO 
for convenience in whole or in part for any reason, at any time, by written notice to Seller.  Should the PO be so terminated 
by Buyer, Seller shall immediately cease all work, including but not limited to the manufacture and procurement of 
materials for the fulfilment of the terminated portion of the PO.  The Parties will agree upon an equitable adjustment of the 
PO price provided that: (i) Seller shall be entitled solely to reimbursement of the reasonable demonstrated cost Seller has 
incurred in the performance of the PO prior to the effective date of termination, but in no event shall such reimbursement 
exceed the price(s) indicated on the PO for the part so terminated; (ii) Seller’s written intent to file a claim for adjustment is 
received within fifteen (15) calendar days from the effective date of termination; (iii) Seller’s final claim is received within 
sixty (60) calendar days from the date that intent to claim is filed.  Seller shall waive all claims and have no remedies after 
such sixty (60) day period, and shall continue to perform its obligations under the PO for any portion thereof that is not 
terminated. In the case of a partial termination of a PO, no adjustment will be made on the portion that is not being 
terminated. Failure to act in accordance with this clause will constitute a dispute under clause 33 (Disputes and 
Jurisdiction).  Save as provided above, the Seller shall have no claim for damages, compensation, loss of profit, allowance 
or otherwise by reason of, or directly or indirectly arising out of, any action taken or termination notice given by the Buyer 
under this clause. 

 
15. Termination for Default:  If Seller ceases, omits, refuses to perform or is in default in carrying out any of its obligations 

under the Contract and Buyer believes that such breach can be cured, the Buyer shall, prior to termination of the whole or 
part of this Contract or PO, give Seller notice of such default.  The Seller shall have ten (10) calendar days (or more if 
authorized by Buyer) from the date of receipt of such notice in which to cure the default or satisfy Buyer that such default 
shall be cured within a period acceptable to Buyer. Upon failure to cure the default, Buyer may give Seller written notice of 
termination for default without prejudice to any of its other rights and recourses. 
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Where (i) Seller becomes or is about to become bankrupt or insolvent, makes an assignment for the benefit of creditors or 
takes the benefit of any statute relating to bankrupt or insolvent debtors; (ii) a receiver is appointed under a debt instrument; 
(iii) a receiving order is made against Seller; (iv) an order is made or a resolution passed for the winding up of the Seller; or 
(v) Seller breaches any of its obligations hereunder, Buyer may, upon giving notice to the Seller, immediately terminate the 
whole or any part of this Contract without prejudice to any of its other rights and recourses. 
 
Upon the termination of the Contract for default, or part thereof, the Seller shall have no claim for further payment, but 
shall be liable to Buyer for any amounts paid by Buyer and for all direct losses and damages which may be suffered by 
Buyer by reason of the default or occurrence upon which the notice was based, including any increase in the cost incurred 
by Buyer in procuring the Product, or any part thereof, from another source.  
 

16. Excusable Delay:  A delay in the performance by either Party of any obligation under the Contract which is caused by an 
event which: (i) is an act of God, war, severe weather, or any other event which constitutes a superior force and is beyond 
the reasonable control of that Party, and without any fault on the part of the Party invoking it; and (ii) interferes with the 
performance of such Party’s obligations; and (iii) the effects of which could not reasonably have been avoided by that Party 
shall, subject to the provisions of this clause, constitute an Excusable Delay.  Except as otherwise provided herein, the 
following shall not be considered as events beyond the reasonable control of the Party attempting to claim Excusable 
Delay: (i) lack of financial resources of a Party; or (ii) any labour disturbances including strikes/lock-outs experienced by a 
Party.  To claim an Excusable Delay, a Party shall notify the other Party in writing upon the occurrence of an event that has 
resulted or is likely to result in an Excusable Delay and provide the other Party with an acceptable “work-around” plan 
within ten (10) calendar days of such facts coming to the attention of that Party.  The other Party shall accept or reject such 
“work-around” plan in writing and, if accepted, the Party proposing the plan shall promptly implement such “work-around” 
plan at their sole expense.  In the event of an Excusable Delay, any affected delivery date shall be postponed for such 
period as is reasonably necessary to offset the effects of the Excusable Delay.  However, in no event shall the delivery date 
be extended by a time period longer than the time period in which the Excusable Delay was in effect.  No adjustment will 
be made to the PO price; adjustment to the delivery schedule is the exclusive remedy of a Party in the case of an Excusable 
Delay.  Notwithstanding the above, after an Excusable Delay has continued for a period of thirty (30) calendar days in the 
aggregate the other Party may terminate this Contract, PO or any part thereof. In the event of such termination, the rights 
and obligations of the Parties shall be determined in accordance with clause 14 (Termination for Convenience). 

 
17. Confidential Information:  Under this Contract, “Confidential Information” shall mean information of a technical, 

scientific, strategic, corporate or commercial nature, including, without limitation, all Specifications, data, documents, 
computer software, programs, technology, concepts, processes, methodologies, samples, business plans, forecasts, products 
and accounting records, whether or not acquired through visits or discussions and whether or not covered by intellectual 
property rights, which is in the possession of or belonging to Buyer whether written or oral and whether or not explicitly 
designated as confidential.  Seller agrees to keep the Confidential Information obtained hereunder in strict confidence and 
to use it only for the purpose of Seller’s performance of its obligations, and otherwise not to disclose directly or indirectly 
to any third party, nor to use, copy, summarise, evaluate or incorporate within or outside of its business.  Seller agrees that 
the Confidential Information should be accessed and disclosed only to its employees having a need to know who have been 
properly advised of the confidential nature of the Confidential Information, and who are under binding obligations of 
confidentiality, use and non-disclosure complying with the requirements hereunder.  The obligations of confidentiality, use 
and non-disclosure referred to in this clause shall not apply to information which:  (i) is or becomes publicly available 
through no fault of Seller; (ii) is independently developed by Seller without recourse to the Confidential Information 
provided hereunder;  (iii) is obtained by Seller in good faith and on a non-confidential basis and without a use restriction 
from a third party who lawfully obtained and disclosed such information; or (iv) is required to be disclosed by law 
following advance notice to Buyer to allow for protection of its rights. 
 

18. Title:  Each Party shall retain ownership of its intellectual property rights existing prior to entering into this Contract.  
Unless otherwise agreed between the Parties, title and ownership to any Work shall vest in Buyer upon its delivery to 
Buyer.  Buyer shall have all right to use, modify, further develop and create derivative works or otherwise alter, sell, 
distribute or otherwise transfer the Work as part of products sold or services rendered by Buyer on a commercial basis.  
Title to and full ownership of any Goods will pass to Buyer upon delivery and acceptance of the Goods FCA 
(INCOTERMS 2000) at Seller’s location or as specified in the PO.  Seller shall execute any documentation required by 
Buyer to give effect to the foregoing. 
 

19. Warranty:  Seller warrants that it has the right to enter into the Contract and that all Goods or Work supplied hereunder are 
free of any liens, encumbrances or claims and that Seller has full right and authority to sell such Goods or Work.  Seller 
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also warrants that it is the owner of the intellectual property in the Goods or Work or has the right to license for further 
resale of the Goods or Work; and the rights granted herein do not infringe the intellectual property rights of any third party.  
Seller warrants that all Goods or Work delivered under the PO shall be free from defects in design, material and 
workmanship and will conform to applicable descriptions, Specifications and drawings and are suitable for the purpose 
intended.  The warranty period shall be valid for thirty-six (36) months from delivery to Buyer..  Seller further warrants 
that, for a period of thirty-six (36) months following the completion of any Services provided by Seller under the PO, that 
such Services shall: (i) conform to the Specifications; and (ii) be performed in a professional manner conforming to 
industry standards for the performance of such Services.   The warranties described herein shall be assignable to Buyer’s 
customers.   
 
Any defective Goods will, at Buyer’s discretion, either be returned to Seller to be repaired or replaced at no cost to Buyer, 
FCA (INCOTERMS 2000): freight collect, or repaired by Buyer, at Seller’s sole cost and expense, and Buyer shall debit 
Seller’s account accordingly. For valid warranty claims, Buyer shall debit Seller’s account for actual freight charges 
incurred both from and to the Buyer.  Should the Services not meet said warranty, at Buyer’s option, Seller shall re-perform 
the Services, or refund to Buyer the portion of the price under the PO for the Services not meeting the said warranty.  
 

20. Liability:  Seller agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Buyer, a) Buyer’s agents, directors, officers, employees, 
affiliates, b) its affiliates’ agents, directors, officers, employers, and c) Buyer’s successors and assigns, sub-contractors and 
customers (“Indemnified Parties”) from and against any and all losses, injuries (including death), damages, liabilities, costs 
and expenses of any kind whatsoever (including reasonable attorneys' fees and other costs of defending any action) which 
such parties may sustain or incur in connection with its enforcement of the Contract or as a result of any claim based upon 
contract, negligence, breach of warranty, strict liability, or any proprietary or intellectual property right, except to the extent 
caused by the sole gross negligence or willful misconduct of the Indemnified Parties. 
 

21. Third Party Infringement:  Seller shall, at Seller’s own expense, indemnify, defend and hold harmless the Indemnified 
Parties (as defined in Clause 20), against any action, claim or other proceeding brought against Buyer to the extent that it is 
based on a claim that the use of Goods or Work infringes any copyright, trademark, or patent or other intellectual property 
right, or that Goods or Work incorporate any misappropriated trade secret.  Seller will pay all costs, damages, and expenses 
(including but not limited to reasonable attorneys’ fees and other costs of defending any action) awarded against Buyer or 
paid in settlement by Buyer in any such action, claim or proceeding attributable to any such claim or otherwise incurred by 
Buyer.  In addition, should Buyer be enjoined or directed to stop using the Goods or Work as a consequence of a claim of 
third party infringement, Buyer shall have the right to require that Seller either (i) procure the right to use the infringing 
element of the Goods or Work in accordance with this Contract; (ii) modify the affected Goods or Work or parts thereof 
without detracting from its overall performance in order to cease the infringement; or (iii) replace the affected Goods or 
Work or parts thereof with alternative good that performs the substantially the same functions of the affected Goods or 
Work. 
 

22. Sales Limitation: Without the prior written consent of Buyer, Goods carrying Buyer’s part numbers or produced wholly or 
in part from Buyer’s proprietary Specifications may not be sold by Seller to third parties.  
 

23. Insurance:  Seller shall be responsible for maintaining, at Seller’s expense, at all times during the term of this Contract, all 
insurance that a reasonable and prudent seller would carry for the provision of Goods, Work, or performance of the 
Services hereunder, and shall provide Buyer with proof of such insurance upon request. 
 

24. Notices:  Any notice, consent or other communication hereunder shall be given in writing hand delivered, by recognized 
courier or fax.  Notice shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee: (i) on the day when same shall have been so 
delivered if delivered by hand; (ii) on the day it was signed as received if sent by courier; (iii) on the date indicated on the 
electronic acknowledgement if same is faxed.  No notice or communication pertaining to this Contract shall be deemed to 
have been duly given by Seller to Buyer unless addressed as follows: CAE Inc., 8585 Côte-de-Liesse Road, Saint Laurent, 
Quebec, H4T 1G6, CANADA, Attention: Vice President Global Strategic Sourcing, with copy to any other individual as 
specified in the PO or other address as used in the alternate by the CAE buying entity.   
 

25. Assignment:  This Contract shall not be assigned, subcontracted or otherwise disposed of, in whole or in part, by the Seller 
without the prior written consent of Buyer and any such assignment or disposition without Buyers written consent shall be 
considered null and void.  Buyer may assign this agreement in whole or in part at its sole discretion. 
 

26. Advertising:  Seller shall not use or disclose any information relating to this Contract, the name of Buyer or any of its 
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affiliated companies, Buyer’s trademarks, photographs, logos or any other identifying information in any advertisement or 
publicity in any medium, including without limitation any print, broadcast, sales promotion materials, press releases, or any 
internet web site maintained by or for Seller, without prior written consent of Buyer. 
 

27. Business Conduct:  Seller (or any agent or representative of Seller) shall not offer or provide gratuities to any employee of 
Buyer except as considered normal ethical business practices authorized by the Buyer’s Code of Business Conduct which 
Seller acknowledges having been given access to and Seller agrees to comply with Buyer’s Code of Business Conduct.  
Failure of Seller to comply with this clause may, at Buyer’s option, result in immediate termination for default hereunder, 
without provision for cure.  Should Seller access Buyer’s premises in performance hereunder, Seller agrees to comply with 
and to not violate any code of conduct, and policies adopted by Buyer including those related to security, health and safety.   
 

28. Independent Contractors:  The Parties hereto are independent contractors engaged in the operations of their respective 
businesses. Neither Party is, or is to be considered, as the agent or employee of the other for any purpose whatsoever. 
Neither Party has the authority to enter into contracts or assume any obligations for the other Party or make any warranties 
or representations on behalf of the other Party. Nothing in the PO shall be construed to establish a relationship of co-
partners or joint venture between the Parties. 
 

29. Severability: If any term or provision of this Contract is invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced by any rule of law 
or public policy, all other conditions and provisions of this Contract shall nevertheless remain in full force and effect so 
long as the economic or legal substance of the transactions contemplated hereby is not affected in any manner materially 
adverse to any Party.  Upon such determination that any term or provision is invalid, illegal or incapable of being enforced, 
the Parties hereto shall negotiate in good faith to modify the PO so as to effect the original intent of the Parties as closely as 
possible in a mutually acceptable manner, in order that the transactions contemplated hereby be consummated as originally 
contemplated to the greatest extent possible. Headings are included for convenience only and shall not affect the 
interpretation of this Master Agreement. 
 

30. Survival:  
All Specifications, Tools and Confidential Information must be returned to Buyer immediately upon termination of the 
Contract for any reason whatsoever.  The obligations of Seller under Clauses 9 (Specifications), 17 (Confidential 
Information), 18 (Title), 19 (Warranty), 20 (Liability), 21 (Third Party Infringement), 26 (Advertising), 31 below (Waiver), 
32 below (Governing Law), 33 below (Disputes and Jurisdiction) of the PO, as well as any other obligations which by their 
nature and context are intended to survive, shall survive the termination or expiration of the Contract for any reason. 
 

31. Waiver:  The failure of Buyer to enforce at any time any of the provisions of this Contract, or to require at any time the 
performance by Seller of any of the provisions hereof, shall in no way be construed to be a waiver of such provisions, nor 
in any way affect the validity of this Contract or any part thereof, or the right of Buyer thereafter to enforce such provision.  
 

32. Governing Laws:  These terms and conditions shall be governed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the 
jurisdiction where the CAE company applying these terms and conditions has its registered or principle place of business, 
without reference to its conflict of law rules.  The Parties also agree to specifically exclude the application of the United 
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, 1980, as may be amended. 
 

33. Disputes and Jurisdiction:  The Parties shall attempt to resolve any disagreements, disputes, controversies or claims 
arising out of, or relating to this Contract, or the breach, termination, invalidity or interpretation of any part hereof, by 
escalating the matter through their respective management structures.   The Parties will use all efforts in good faith to 
resolve the dispute.  If the Parties cannot resolve the dispute with ninety (90) days of commencement, the Parties will be 
free to submit any dispute related to the acceptance, interpretation or execution of this Contract to a court of competent 
jurisdiction in the district where the CAE company applying these terms and conditions has its registered office or principle 
place of business.  Each of the Parties irrevocably and unconditionally consents to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of each 
such courts in any such suit, action or proceeding. Pending final resolution of any dispute or appeal hereunder, the Seller 
shall proceed diligently with the performance of its obligations under this Contract as directed by the Buyer.  
 

34. Entire Agreement:  This Contract, with all documents referred to herein, constitutes the entire agreement between the 
Parties and supersedes and replaces all prior discussions, representations, understandings or agreements whether verbal or 
written, between the Parties hereto or their agents, with respect to or in connection with the subject matter hereof, save and 
except for the provisions of any confidentiality agreements whether verbal or written, between the Parties hereto or their 
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agents, which, by their nature or wording, are intended to remain in full force and effect. 
 
 


